A portfolio's total return can be largely impacted by currencies if an investor's entry or exit point occurs at a time when the relevant exchange rates are at extreme levels. Given the unpredictable and volatile nature of currency markets, CIIC regards foreign currencies as a meaningful source of portfolio risk, which is best managed using a disciplined, valuationbased framework. CIIC also views certain currencies such as the U.S. dollar as a risk management tool that can help to offset equity risk given its safe haven characteristics combined with the pro-cyclical nature of our domestic currency. CIIC applies a mean reversion-based strategy that adjusts currency exposures by increasing exposures when cheap and reducing exposures when expensive -effectively "buying low and selling high". Inputs that go into determining the long-term fair value of exchange rates include purchasing power parity (PPP), historical averages and productivity differentials. The desired currency exposures can be achieved through any combination of asset mix changes, holding foreign cash and hedging existing exposures using derivatives contracts.
Signature's integrated approach to portfolio management includes active currency management. The currency management strategy is not done in isolation, but forms a part of the overall risk management of a portfolio, taking into account, among other factors, the fund's objective and mandate, as well as the correlation between different asset classes and currency movements. Taking the currency hedging decision in isolation of portfolio construction and investment decisions can have unintended and even counter-productive implications. Different mandates require different strategies. Given the differences between the global, domestic, yield, and fixed-income products, Signature employs individualized currency strategies for each of these fund types.
Cambridge takes a fundamental approach to currency management. The objective of the strategy is to be a component of a larger risk management framework, and not a source of incremental returns. Fundamental currency exposure takes into account numerous factors, including company attributes (where revenue/costs/income are generated), commodity exposure and other factors that dictate how the market value of the portfolio fluctuates with currency movements. For fixed-income investments, Cambridge aims to hedge in order to protect coupons in Canadian dollars. For equity investments, the group identifies drivers of return sensitive to currency fluctuations and manages accordingly. Gross/net exposure is managed through security selection, cash management and currency forward contracts.
Harbour recognizes that currency can be a major cause of unwanted volatility. As a result, the group uses currency hedging as a component of its portfolio strategies. Within the balanced portfolios, Harbour takes a more active and shorter-term approach to hedging, with the goal of volatility and risk reduction being paramount. Harbour's equity funds are known for their longer-term, stock-picking approach. As such, the hedging policy within the equity funds is aimed at mitigating the effect of currency movement on the group's stock selection, and tends to be longer term in nature. Harbour has a neutral hedge position of 50% for its Canadian funds.
Black Creek takes a fundamental, company-specific approach to identifying sources of currency risk. Economic exposures to currencies in the portfolios are determined primarily based on underlying drivers of company cash flow and profitability. Black Creek looks at global currencies and compares them to the Canadian dollar on a purchasing power parity (PPP) basis and will act if the Canadian dollar is materially below PPP to an exposed currency. Black Creek manages that exposure by selling investments that are exposed to the higher valued currency, buying investments in areas of undervaluation, or using currency forward contracts to hedge when necessary.
Understanding the drivers that contribute to a fund's total return and volatility is fundamental in portfolio management. Risk/return cannot be effectively managed unless one knows how these drivers behave in relation to one another and how they aggregate from security to fund level. Currency is just one component of total return, but it interacts with numerous others in dynamic relationships. As a result, currency cannot be effectively managed in isolation from other components. Active portfolio management demands active currency management. 
